Healthy Air Oregon Campaign Endorsement Form
Oregonians Working Together for a Healthier Future!

________________________________________
(Name of Individual) cares about the health of people in our community,  
the health of our employees and about the quality of Oregon’s air.

I hope to do all I can to encourage friends and family to learn about simple and effective actions they can take  
to help keep our local air clean and to conserve energy resources.

To support these goals, I pledge to limit my idling to no more than 30 seconds while NOT in the flow of traffic  
and to help promote the No Idling initiative introduced by the Beyond Toxics.

I can participate in the following ways:

1. _____ Limit my idling to no more than 30 seconds while NOT in the flow of traffic;

2. _____ Encourage friends and family to adopt this practice for themselves;

3. _____ Make a tax-deductible contribution that will be dedicated to advancing the Healthy Air  
Oregon public education campaign* throughout Oregon: $______________

4. _____ Please send me an HAO brochure, bumper sticker and No Idling packet…

   Here’s my address: ______________________________________________________

   Here’s my email: _________________________________________________________

Sign on line below:

_____________________________________________  ______________________________

Date ____________________________

Send printed and signed document to:
Healthy Air Oregon Campaign c/o Beyond Toxics
P.O. Box 1106 / Eugene, OR 97440
For more information: (541) 465-8860 / info@beyondtoxics.org
(*make checks out to: Beyond Toxics)